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Abstract

In this paper, we did a comprehensive survey on the
evolution of defense in Linux softwares. Our survey
mainly focused on Stack Canary, CFI and ASLR. In or-
der to measure the coverage of Stack Canary, we col-
lected more than 1 million package data. Besides, we
also found that ASLR is an operating system behavior,
and CFI was still not widely implemented in production
compilers. Beyond the survey, we did a case study, eval-
uating the effectiveness of stack canary based on binary
analysis.
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ASLR, Register spilling

1 Introduction

Over the years, a lot of defence strategies have been pro-
posed and implemented against binary attacks on soft-
ware. As the amount of vulnerability and exploiting is
increasing[1], we’d like to figure out how secure our
software is and was.

Our work aims to identify the evolution of the popular
defence applied in current software and analyze the pat-
tern. Besides, we are trying to figure out the possibility
of register filling attack in specific programs based on
the information from running stack.

The defences concerned in the paper are Stack
Canary[2], ASLR[3], and CFI[4].

In our experiment, over 1,000,000 packages (software)
on various Linux distributions and versions has been
collected and analyzed. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first comprehensive survey on defences on
Linux software.

In this paper, section 2 describe the methodology of
identifying the defences and collecting data, section 3
describe the analysis of the survey, section 4 came up
with the case study with regard to vulnerable register

spilling and in section 6 we discuss the significance of
the survey and current situation.

2 Methodology

2.1 Identification of Defences

2.1.1 Stack Canary

This kind of defense is deployed in the executable file,
which is ELF format file on Linux platform. Conse-
quently, after unpacking software packages, the first
task is to differentiate ELF files from other files. This
problem can be solved by inspecting certain bytes in the
file headers.

To identify stack canary protection in ELFs, we should
first inspect the behavior of stack canary that is used to
protect the stack. The program terminates when stack
canary fails passing the sanitary check. Therefore, the
binary code of a program must have a piece of code that
is used to handle sanitary check failure circumstance.
When compiling using GCC with command line option
“stack-protector” being on, GCC generates this piece
of code under a label called “ stack chk fail”. Thus,
the deployment of stack canary in ELF files can be dis-
covered by checking whether the ELF file has symbol
“ stack chk fail”. This can be done by using the tool
“readelf”, which is provided in default on most of Linux
distribution platform.

2.1.2 ASLR

This kind of defense is about memory randomization.
If the address of the code is randomized, then it is dif-
ficult for the attacker to attack. Basic idea is that if
we enable ASLR, then the address of the variables will
be different(randomized); otherwise, the location of the
variables will remain the same. Here, we had two ex-
periment on Ubuntu and Fedora respectively. We first
compiled a c program into executable file, and see the
address of the variables of the file. If we run several
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times of the program, and the address stays the same,
then there is no ASLR defense. If we run several times
of the code, and the address is different, then we can
claim that there exists ASLR defense.

2.1.3 CFI

In Enforcing Forward-Edge Control-Flow Integrity in
GCC & LLVM (C. Tice, T. Roeder, P. Collingbourne,
S. Checkoway, U. Erlingsson, L. Lozano and G. Pike
2014), the authors stated that CFI has been a pure labo-
ratory stuff for research and in their introduction video,
CFI is said to be never equipped in a production com-
piler. The authors said they would release foreward-
edge CFI function after USENIX 2014.

We tried to inspect some disassembly result of ELF files
in “firefox” package to find code used to handle check
failure but these kind of code do not exist. Codes call-
ing function outside the file that handles check failure
also could not be found. Based on these facts and the
fact that Linux distribution repositories tend to contain
only stable release, we believe currently, no software in
repositories of Linux distribution has equipped with CFI
protection.

2.2 Data Collection

Linux distributions support package management sys-
tems for efficiently installing, upgrading, and remov-
ing softwares. Software packages are stored on remote
repositories and users are able to download and install
softwares via package manager. Many package man-
agers are used on Linux distributions, for instance, apt-
get command line tool on Ubuntu [5][6][7][8][9]. .

For each Linux distribution we focus on, we ana-
lyzed the mechanism of package managers. We found
that the package manager maintained a package source
list (repository list). Package mangers update pack-
age information, which includes package versions, de-
pendencies, URL and other details,from these pack-
age sources. Consequently, when users want to install
or upgrade a software, package managers just down-
load and install certain packages though package URLs.
To collect data of all packages on diffirent Linux dis-
tributions without installing the operating systems and
softwares, we downloaded software packages directly
from remote repositories. After decompressing pack-
ages, we checked whether there was stack canary sym-
bol(“ stack chk fail”) in each ELF.

2.2.1 Data Sources

Each Linux distribution supports different instruction
set architectures and we only analyzed packages for
64-bit version of the x86 instruction set. During the
maintainance of a Linux version, one software may de-
velop several versions. Now we only have access to the
newest version and all data are based on the newest ver-

sions. For Ubuntu, we collected data of 12 versions,
shown in Table 1. For Debian, Linux Mint, Fedora
and CentOS, we collected data of their newest versions,
shown in Table 2. We also found that Ubuntu packages
come from different repositories, named ”main” for ”of-
ficially supported software”, ”restricted” for ”supported
software that is not available under a completely free
license”, ”universe” for ”community maintained soft-
ware”, ”multiverse” for ”software that is not free” [10].
We seperated these repositories when collecting data.

3 Analysis of result

3.1 Stack Canary

3.1.1 Trend over time

From the percentage of stack protected software in
Ubuntu distribution in Table. 3, we can see the per-
centage of protection is not descending except for the
unusual high percentage in Ubuntu 7.04. According to
[11], compiler flag of stack protector was first intro-
duced in Ubuntu 6.10, which explains the 0 percentage
of versions before 6.04 (6.04 included). Also, stack pro-
tector was reinforce from version 10.10 to protect more
functions. Since the software in repositories are con-
stantly updated, the repositories of version 10.04 may
contain software released or updated after the release of
version 10.10 and this explains the reason of the rising
edge from version 9.04 to 10.04. Currently, we have not
yet figured out the reason for standing out percentage of
version 7.04.

3.1.2 Difference with different
distribution(combined with popularity)

We surveyed to get the statistic data of the total users of
different Linux distribution, and the popularity of them
is as Figure 1. From this graph we can see that Ubuntu
is the most popular distribution of Linux, and Debian is
the second popular one.

Then we analyze the stack canary percentage of differ-
ent Linux distribution, the chart is as Table 4. We found
that the popularity of different Linux distribution has
nothing to do with Security protection. We can infer
that when choosing operating system, user may focus
on other factors rather than security issue.

3.1.3 Difference with different package sources on
Ubuntu

For 12 Ubuntu versions, we analyzed the deployment
of stack canary on software packages from four dif-
ferent repositories. We show part of data in Table 5.
We can see that ”main” and ”universe” provide most of
software packages on Ubuntu. ”Restricted” and ”mul-
tiverse” only provide limited number of sotwares. We
also observed that the ratio of stack canaries over ELFs
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Dist Version ReleaseDate CodeName Dist Version ReleaseDate CodeName
Ubuntu 4.1 10/26/2004 Warty Ubuntu 10.04 4/29/2010 Lucid
Ubuntu 5.1 10/12/2005 Breezy Ubuntu 11.04 10/13/2011 Natty
Ubuntu 6.06 6/1/2006 Dapper Ubuntu 12.10 10/18/2012 Quantal
Ubuntu 7.04 4/19/2007 Feisty Ubuntu 13.04 10/17/2013 Saucy
Ubuntu 8.04 4/24/2008 Hardy Ubuntu 12.04.5 8/7/2014 Precise
Ubuntu 9.04 4/23/2009 Jaunty Ubuntu 15.04 10/22/2015 Vivid

Table 1: Ubuntu versions and release date

Dist Version Release date
Debian 8.0 4/25/2015

Linux Mint 17.3 12/4/2015
Fedora 23 11/3/2015
CentOS 6 8/7/2015

Table 2: Debian, Linux Mint, Fedora, CentOS versions
and release date

Figure 1: Popularity of different Linux distribution

from ”restricted” repositories is extremely low, almost
close to zero.

Figure 2 shows the ratio of stack canaries over ELFs on
12 Ubuntu versions with respect to release date. The
ratio from ”restricted” repositories stays close to zero.
This is probably a result of lacking in data. Roughly,
the ratios of ”main”, ”universe” and ”multiverse” are
increasing. The ratio of ”main” stays at about 40%
on versions released after 2010, which seems that of-
ficially supported softwares are not as secure as we ex-
pected. On the other hand, paid softwares keeps high
ratio after 2010, approximately 60%. Though ”multi-
verse” provides a small number of softwares, they tend
to be more secure. The ratio of ”universe” changes a lot
with time. ”Universe” repository provides a large num-
ber of softwares (for example, more than 45000 out of
about 70000 softwares on Ubuntu 12.04.5). Therefore
we randomly sampled over 5000 sotwares from ”uni-
verse”. Whether sampling effects the result can only be
verified by analyzing all softwares from ”universe” and
we leave this part as future work.

Figure 2: R(canary/ELF) of four sources on Ubuntu

3.2 ASLR

We experimented compiling a c code on Ubuntu 14.04,
and found that if we explicitly disable ASLR, the ad-
dress of the variable will stay the same. And when we
don’t change the configuration, the address will be ran-
dom. By the experiment above, we found that ASLR is
operating system dependent, which means if operating
system support ASLR, the code will be protected.

4 Case study: vulnerable register spilling
against stack canary

In order to examine the real effectiveness of defenses
in commodity Operating systems, we implement a case
study of stack canary. In this study, we do research
about vulnerable register spilling, a potential vulnera-
bility towards stack canary, in popular softwares, and to
evaluate the real effectiveness of stack canary based our
experiment result.

4.1 Vulnerable register spilling

Register is widely used in most modern computer archi-
tectures, such as ARM, Intel x86, MIPS, etc. It’s very
common and efficient to do computation in registers. At
the same time, program may need to store register values
in stack while running, an attacker may change the con-
tent of register when program restore the value back to
register. Since a register may store a critical value, such
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Dist Version Protection Percentage Dist Version Protection Percentage
Ubuntu 4.1 0.02% Ubuntu 10.04 36.75%
Ubuntu 5.1 0.04% Ubuntu 11.04 39.99%
Ubuntu 6.06 0.02% Ubuntu 12.1 37.23%
Ubuntu 7.04 31.59% Ubuntu 13.04 37.16%
Ubuntu 8.04 14.09% Ubuntu 12.04.5 39.21%
Ubuntu 9.04 15.95% Ubuntu 15.04 38.57%

Table 3: Stack Protection Percentage of Different Ubuntu Version

Linux Distribution Stack Canary Distribution
Ubuntu 38.57%
Debian 60.49%
Fedora 82.01%
CentOS 56.36%

Linux Mint 35.01%

Table 4: Stack canary percentage of different Linux dis-
tribution

as control status or return address, attacks on spilling
of these registers may cause horrible results. For ex-
ample, many architectures will store return address of
each function in stack. To protect return address from
exploitation, one of the most common defense is stack
canary, which is a special verifiable value stored before
return address. However, stack canary cannot protect
those values with lower address than canary. In this
study, we define vulnerable register spilling as memory
values lower than stack canary which may point to exe-
cutable segment, which means an attacker may change
the behaviour of program by overwriting content in such
stack positions.

4.2 Methodology

In this study, we choose several softwares from differ-
ent catacories, such as compression tool, MP3 converter,
web server, machine learning tool and so on. We capture
a bunch of snapshots of running softwares, and examine
memory content of those sanpshots.

4.2.1 Experiment platform

In this study, the configuration of experiment platform
is shown in Table. 6

4.2.2 Software testcase

In this study, we choose several softwares from different
catagories of application. The details of our software
testcase are shown in Table.7

4.2.3 Snapshots of running softwares

In order to analyze the occurence of vulnerable value in
running stack, there are three steps: generating running
status files of softwares, extracting information from

software binary code, and analyze the stack content. In
this study, we use GDB tool to generate core files of
each software and extract stack content from core files;
Python scripts are used to analyze binary code (ELF-
format) and stacks.

4.3 Experiment Result

This section will show the result of experimentation.
Because the experiment OS is 64-bit, the default size of
each value examined is 64-bit; at the same time, 32-bit
word is also be examined because executable segments
usually locate in low 32-bit address and there may be
some intructions using only 32-bit operands.

4.3.1 Vulnerable register spilling

The Table. 8 shows vulnerable register spilling results
in our experiments. From this figure, we can see the
size of running stack defers between different softwares.
However, the numbers of vulnerable word are not much
different. The number of vulnerable word also doesn’t
depend on stack depth. Another interesting thing is the
number of vulnerable 32-bit word is almost the same
as that of vulnerable 64-bit word. It means most 64-bit
vulnerable words is zero in its high 32 bit. Considering
the fact that executable segment usaully locates in low
address, it’s very likely that such word is a pointer to ex-
ecutable segment, and was spilled into stack from some
register, which may be used in some control instruction
in the future. The detailed result of each software show
such problem more clearly, which is shown in Figure.
3 When we check the detailed result of each software
core file, we can find that the number of vulnerable 32-
bit words and the number of vulnerable 64-bit words are
almost the same; it means these vulnerable words we
found in running stack are very likely pointers to senti-
tive data, which is executable segment in this study.

4.3.2 Analysis of result

From the experiment results shown above, the problem
of register spilling, which can be exploited to compro-
mise stack canary, is more common than we used to
think. Almost all core files we examined have such vul-
nerable value in running stack. Furthermore, by com-
paring the results of 32-bit word and 64-bit word, it’s
very likely that those vulnerable words we found in
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Version Source #Package #ELF # Canary R(Canary/ELF)
11.04 main 13616 155867 60448 38.78%

restricted 57 461 12 2.60%
universe 5289 13351 6945 52.02%

multiverse 731 2344 1386 59.13%
12.10 main 11167 322447 118719 36.82%

restricted 34 809 9 1.11%
universe 5229 31909 13050 40.90%

multiverse 803 2344 1339 57.12%

Table 5: Part of data: number of packages, ELFs, and canarys from different sourcs on Ubuntu

Figure 3: Detailed result of each core file

Linux Distribution Stack Canary Distribution
Platform VMWare Workstation 12 Pro

Architecture Intel X86 64
System Ubuntu 14.04, 64-bit
Others Without ASLR

Table 6: Experiment configuration

stack are potentially exploitable by attackers who want
to compromise stack canary. Based on these findings,
the effectiveness of stack canary in modern software
needs to be evaluated again; or software developers need
to use other defenses not only stack canary.

5 Conclusion

In summary, our work has mainly 3 contributions.
Firstly, we made a comprehensive survey on the deploy-

ment of CFI, Stack Canary, ASLR in 5 linux-based op-
erating systems and measured the coverage of them in
softwares. Secondly, we built a big dataset composed
of 1 million software packages from different sources,
which could be used in further analysis. Finally, we con-
firmed the possibility for attackers to compromise stack
canary with register spilling attack.

6 Future work

Our work could be continued and extended in the fol-
lowing ways.

1. Correlate defence data with vunerability
database. National Vulnerability Database[12]
is the U.S. government repository of stan-
dards based vulnerability management data, in-
cluding databases of security related software
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Software Description Catagory
CRFpp Conditional Random Field Learning/Testing; open source Machine learning
Lame WAV-MP3 convertor; open source Stream Processing

Etherpad Online text editor service, based on Node.js; written in JavaScript Web Server
Python Python2.7 interpreter Programming Language Interpreter
Soap WDSL C-library creator; open source C Library Generator
Tar File compression/decompression; open source File Tool

Table 7: Test Softwares

software 64-bit words 32-bit words vulnerable 64-bit words vulnerable 32-bit words stack depth
crf 398.1 796.1 7 7 9.4

lame 125767 251535.9 5 6.36 5.5
node 64.6 129.2 5.4 5.4 4.4

python 65.5 131.1 7.7 7.7 3.6
soap 1616.1 3232.1 8.4 9.1 4.5
wsdl 1767.8 3066.3 10.7 10.1 7.2
tar 149.5 299.1 7.3 7.9 8.3

Table 8: Overall results

flaws. Based on the timeline, the database
could be correlated with our database, in order
to see if the introduction of defences reduce the
vulnerability.

2. Investigate different hardware platforms. As
currently only 64-bit version of x86 instruction
set architecture is investigated, similar work
could be done in other platforms.

3. Analyze from software perspective. We could
track the life time of a specific software, to see
when it introduces specific defence and when
it removes it, also to see when it is available
on different operating systems. From this per-
spective, we could identify the trend more pre-
cisely.

4. Improve our dataset. Currently, our dataset
only contains software packages on limited
versions of 5 linux-based systems. The dataset
could be improved by introducing more oper-
ating systems and more versions of them.

5. Make real exploitation based vulnerable regis-
ter filling. As our case study currently only get
the statistics and the assumption of vulnerabil-
ity, the research could be continue to make real
exploitation.
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